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 Kashmir and the Indian Union

 Development of a Relationship

 Anil Nauriya

 lammu and Kashmir: Triumph and Tragedy of Indian Federalisa-
 lion by Balrai Puri- Sterling, New Delhi. 1981: pD x + 280.

 IT is difficult for un active participant
 in political events to be able to look
 hack at them with detachment. But
 this work by Balraj Puri, an account of
 the events than lead to the accession
 of Jammu and Kashmir to India in
 October 1947, the arrest of Sheiki
 Abdullah in August 1953, and the sub-
 sequent uneven process of the state's
 political integration with the rest of
 the country, comes close to achieving
 this..

 While acknowledging the significance
 of the Sheikh in the long-drawn pro-
 Cess of the political and emotional
 integration of the state with the rest
 of India, Puri makes no bones about
 the Sheikh's autocratic character. He
 also does not appear over the phase
 when the Sheildk was hobnobbing with
 the Americans, his secret meeting with
 Loy Henderson, the American envoy to
 India, the adoption of an aggressive
 pxosture towards New Delhi following
 meetings with Adlai Stevenson, and the
 uonvassing for rn independent Kashmir.
 ln the process, even Maulana Azad's
 efforts to bring about a settlement were
 spurned by the Sheikh. In the early
 period Nehru would tend to view these
 ,apparently mercurial aspects of the
 Sheikh with indulgence. But his
 patience ultimately ren out and he
 later justified the arrest as a "lesser
 evil". The Delhi Agreement of July
 1952 arrived at between the Sheikh and
 the Government of India was premised
 in the fact of the state's accession to
 Indiu. But the Sheikh could feel able
 to tel the Jammu and Kashmir Con-
 stitutent Assem:bly after signing the
 agreement that "... we can sever our
 relations with India even today if we
 Ash to do so". Even if the Sheikb

 sincerely believed this to be the legal
 or constitutional position, such remarks
 were clearly not calculated to further
 ain amicable relationship with New
 Djelbi particularlv since he cannot have
 leen oblivious of the angry reaction
 that the 1952 agreement had evokea
 tunong Nehru's opponents, especially
 the Hindu-oriented among them. That
 the position taken by the Sheikh was
 vIuite untenable was implicitly re-
 (ognised by himn later- when the 1975

 accord put paid to his earlier interpre-
 tation of the 1952 agreement.

 Puri has documented the not very
 creditable interventions miade at the
 time by parties on the Left, including
 the Communist Party of India and
 M N Roy's Radical Democratic Party.
 Even after the Delhi agreement of
 July 1952 had been reached, prominent
 national leaders of the CPI, inspired by
 their not yet complete understanding
 of the nationality question, met Sheikh
 Abdullah to plead with him not to
 "surrender" to Nehru. The utter
 futility of this becomes evident when
 wve recall that a quarter century later
 the Left was to welcome the Indira-
 Abdullab wccord which went much
 f.urther than the 1952 agreement in
 integrating the state with the rest of
 the country. The Left's early prodding
 of Sheikh Abdullah continued at least
 until it sunk in that the positions into
 which the Sheikh was thus being led
 siuited United State's designs perfectly.

 Puri points to the circumsttances in
 which Shymaprisad Mukerjee started
 ly opposing the Delhi agreement only
 to end up, in the context of the great
 leterioration in the situation that
 followed, with the position that he
 would be happy if he could secure
 implernenfation of that agreement!
 Clearly, the activities of groups both
 on the left and right directly or in-
 (lirectly strengthened the position of
 * xtremists within the Sheikh's camp.

 NAATIONAL CON'FrRENCE BN JAMMU

 While the role of prominent Kashmiri
 leaders of the National Conference on
 1 he one hand and the Jammu-based
 leaders of the Praja Parishad on the
 other have been we7l-reseqrched, that
 of the Jammu-based leadership of the
 National Conference has not attracted
 .kicnilar attention. Balraj Puri, who was
 'it one tbme himself part of this leader-
 ?hip- helps to fill this aap - even if
 (oly partially.

 The key to this role lies in the
 events of May-June 1949 when the
 campaign for the abdication of the
 Maharaja was at its height. Signi-
 ficantlv, there is a sudden jump in
 Pulri's analvsis suirrounding the happen-

 ings of June 1949 when the Maharaja
 of Kashmir announced that he would
 leave the state for a short period leav-
 ing behind Karan Singh as Regent.
 More importantly, what has not been
 fiully explained are the circumstances
 eading to the expulsion. fromi the
 )rimary membership of the National
 Conference, of some of the leaders of
 the abdication campaign.

 In fact Pun's style becomes 'racy
 and uncharacteristic of the rest of the
 book from the point where he mentions
 the meeting in May 1949 between a
 cleputation of leaders of the abdication
 campaign on the one hand and Nehru
 and Gopalaswamy Ayyangar on the
 other. The deputationists' demand
 seemed, according to Puri, to
 impress upon people that the issue
 was not merely one of a ruler
 versus his Muslim subjects. It was a
 wider issue concerning constitutional
 (rovernment, with 'which even non-
 Muslim leaders from Jammnu and
 elsewhere sympathised. He himself
 stresses thbt the expulsion from the
 party later that month of the Jammu-
 based National Conference leaders of
 the abdication canpaign created a
 political vacuum in the Jammu region,
 he points out further that the Hindu-
 oriented Praja Parishad thus took up
 the leadership of the Jainmmu region
 virtually by default.

 it is therefore strange that Puri should
 seem to slur over the circumstances
 surrouinding the expulsion. He does
 mention, however, that the Jammu
 National Conference group had "in-
 cidentally" advised Karan Singh "to
 join public life and provide political
 leadership to [the] Jammu region..."
 No mention is made of whether the
 group at all pondered the implications
 of this action so far as the Sheikh was
 concerned. For, whatever his public
 postures mav have been, the Sheikh
 couLld not have taken kindly to this
 appeal to Karan Singh. He could reason-
 ably have been expected to inter-
 pret this as an attempt to undercut
 him in Jammu and to react sharply.
 ll'uri does not explain wvhat precisely
 promnpted the Jatiimmi-based National
 Conference leaders to take such a step
 wvhich politically, if not formaly, could
 be seen as implying acceptance of the
 dynastic principle.

 'The manner in wvhich National Con-
 ference leaders wished to use Karan
 Singh at this stage has still not been
 completely documented. But the over-
 enthusiasm exhibited by the Jammu
 National Conference leaders in this
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 respect appears to have been their

 contribution to the worsening spiral of
 events - an aspect Puri glosses over.

 GROWTH OF FEDERALISAUON

 The constitutional and political as-

 pects of what Puri calls the growth of
 federalisation have been considered by
 him in considerable detail. At the time
 the draft of Article 370 was intro-
 duced in the Constituent Assembly,

 Gapalaswamy AyyAngar had observed:
 "It is the hope of everybody here that
 in due course even Jammu and Kashmir
 will become ripe for the same sort of
 integration as has taken place in the
 case of other states..." As late us on
 November 27, 1963, Jawaharlal Nehru
 said in the Lok Sabha that the "gradual
 erosion" of Article 370 was "on"; the
 then Minister of State for Home Affairs
 also made a statement implying that it
 wvas government policy gradually to

 dilute and even repeal the Article. Yet
 as Puri notes, even the passions aroused

 by the Jammu Praja Parishad to abro-
 gate Artic7e 370 have long since been
 exhausted. The support that the Arti-
 cle now enjoys tas an enduring basis
 for relations between the Centre and
 the state was made abundantly clear
 in the course of the recent elections to

 the Jammu and Kashmir assembly.
 For another, the 1975 accord helped

 to put aside irritants regarding the
 finality of the accession of the state to
 India (which the Sheikh had not con-
 ceded until as late as only three years

 before the accord) and other related
 issues. Yet serious problems remain on
 account of the ambiguity of the con-
 stitutional relationship even when it is
 taken to be governed by Article 370
 and the political agreements arrived at
 upto now. This should be evident, for
 example, from the case of the recent
 Resettlement Bill, the dispute over
 which reflects conflicting conceptions
 of citizenship. Though most of the
 causes for constitutionul conflict had
 ostensibly been cleared by the 1975
 accord, it is obvious that there is, at
 the political level, a fundamental dis-
 parity in the understanding of the Con-
 stitutional and legal position. While
 Puri himself does not so explicitly
 claim, these complications are rooted
 in the early differences in perspective
 on the extent of accession and the
 division of powers between the state
 and the Union. The Sheikh and his
 supporters had sought in the earlier
 phase doggedly to argue that the terms
 of accession of the state conceived of
 Union ;authority only in respect of
 three subjects and no fu]rther. The

 Union government, took the position
 that the very 'factum' of accession
 implied that provisions of the Indian
 Constitution extended to the state in
 regard to certain matters, such as

 citizenship, President's powers, election
 to Parliament -nd so on. Under the
 argument then put forward by the
 Sheikh's supporters even Article 370
 wvas merely a "creation of" the Con-
 stituent Assembly of India, and so far
 as Jammu and Kushmir was concerned
 the state had its own interpretation of
 where ift bad acceded to 'India and
 where it had not. The primary basis
 for Jammnu und Kashmir law continued,
 under this view, to be the laws of the
 State as finally framed by the State
 Constitutent Assembly. At the back of
 all this was the idea of "residual
 sovereignty" and the accomptmying
 conception that this resided with the
 state not bv virtue of the Indian Con-
 stitution but for reasons outside it and
 flowing from the fundamental law of
 Jammu and Kashmir. Though Puri
 see-nms to miss the fact, this conception
 continues to hwve more than a sub-
 terranean existence. And so long as
 this situation persists ground for serious
 legal and constitutional conflict bet-
 xveen the Centre and the state can be
 expected to remain. Even the 1975
 accord states emphaticmlly that the
 -residuary powers of legislation shall
 remain with the state,". Acluittedly,
 the expression "residual sovereignty" is
 avoided in the accord and it is speci-
 fied that Parliumentwill have the power
 to rnake laws relating to' the preven-
 tion of activities directed towards dis-
 rupting the sovereignty of India.
 Although 'Puri sees the 1975 Accord
 as having been largely on Indira
 Gandhi's tenns, the fact thot the
 Sheikh could have his way so far as
 residuary powers of legislation are con-
 cerned should mnake clear that it was
 not wholly a one-sided uffair. Where
 the residuary powers should best reside
 is a matter that must of course be
 decided in political terms.

 The political aspects of what Puri
 calls the growth of federalisation have
 been dealt with well and the impor-
 tance of the 1977 elections - the
 "fairest and freest" so far - is in par-
 ticular recognised. But the discussion
 proceeds, so far as personalities are
 concerned, on one unstated assumption.
 This is that the personalities at the
 helm of Kashmir politics in the years
 when the Sheikh was out of power are
 of little more than transitory signi-
 ficance. n One wishes that the decade-
 long leadership of Bakshi Chulam

 Mohammad had been evaluated in
 greater detail.

 Puri notes that during the 1965 war
 (when neither the Sheikh nor Bakshi
 was in power) the Kashmiri people, by

 and large, did not extend support to
 the Pakistani infiltrators. This strength-
 ened the Indian case on Kashmir par-

 ticularly since the armed incursions had
 occurred in the context of the strong
 ugitation organised by the pro-
 plebiscite parties. Puni infers that the
 Kashmiri people were reluctant to con-
 vert their anti-Indian sentimants to
 pro-Pakistan feelings. But would even
 this reluctance have been so widespread
 as it apptarently was if the existing
 state apparatus had no legitimacy at
 all? After all, even Bakshi and some of
 his successors provided a bulw"rk of
 sorts against possible intrusions on
 Kashmir's autonomy; the alternative
 seemingly provided bv Pakistan was
 quite uncertain.

 KASmHMU SPECIFICrIIES

 But -the 'gaps' in the book are per-
 haps less importtant than its strengtb
 in drawing attention to certain intri-
 cacies that are seldom adequately
 appraciated in analyses of Kwishmir
 politics. It is in this sense a valuable
 antidote to those nurturing a simplistic

 understanding of the state's politics
 along communal lines. This distorted
 understanding has often whipped up a
 kind of fear psychosis about Kashmir
 in the rest of the country and this has,
 at one remove, led to further dis-
 sonance in the emotional fabric of the
 state.

 To start with, a few historical con-

 siderations. A signiflcmant preliminary
 point with a broader relevance to the
 traditional categorisation of Indian
 history is that the really meaningful
 dividing line in the history of Kashmir
 has not been between the so-culled
 Hindu and Muslim periods but between
 the Kashmniri and non-Kashmiri periods.
 This may seem a simple reminder but
 it has far-reaching implications which
 have yet to be fully understood by
 many political groups in the country.
 Nor is this merely ian academic point.
 As recently as in the early years of in-
 dependence, Puri reminds us, the anti-
 Maharaja campaign enjoyed support
 among a large cross-section of the
 people. The demands mrade by the
 Dogra leaders in this campaign far
 exceeded those of the Kashmiri leaders
 of the National Conference. When we
 consider influences external to the
 state, it must be recalled that Mubhatna
 Gandhi was one of those wvho persis-
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 iitlx ercouragedi Shcikhi Abdiullah to
 -aintain pressure for the curtailment
 At the Mfaharaja's powvers. Nor ciin the
 tenesis of the rivalry betweein sections
 . the Kashtnir and Jammu Muslims in
 the pre-independence phase an4 even
 later be explained without reference to
 differing, conceptions regarding the
 n11aintentince of a composite culture in
 the state. Puri's reminder that there
 has been a repeated reluctance on the
 part of the people of Kashmir to
 translate any anti-Indian sentiments
 into pro-Pakistan feelings, as evidenced
 by the popular attitude towards infil-
 trators in the 1965 war; fits in with
 the prevalence of a Kashmir-centric
 outlook. So also does his recognition
 that prospects for Islamic fundamen-
 talism conveyed by winds from across
 the border qnd elseNwhere are limited
 by regional considerations that simplv
 cannot be ignored. This is revealed for
 example, ly the manner in which
 Sheikh Abdullah often aroused the
 Kashmiri people against, say, the
 [amttat-e-Islamic on local issues, such
 as the lack of sufficient respect on the
 part of the Jamaat towards certain
 Kasbliniri mystics and shrines. While
 the auithor concedes that there is no
 'vay of completely immunising the stMte
 from events across the border, he

 p)ei tineutly sti esses th-iat this Itee( lnot
 he a one-wav traffic.

 llri steers clear of making attemnpts
 to extrapolate into the future, correctly
 emphasising the importance of trends
 concerned with a nu-mber of factors
 including class, ideology, party, ethnic

 ,(roups and so oii. He is content to
 draw attention to some of the fresh
 complexities that ma- be developing.
 Nothing that as "a society grows it
 gets increasingly differentiated" wnd
 that consequently people "tend to
 group themselves around more . and
 more identities", he points to the
 rising profile of the CGiujar community
 in the state. Similarly. there has been
 a growing movement of the Pa1ari-
 speaking peopl,e in Rajouiri, Poonch and
 parts of Baramula districts. Much
 linlgUistic differentiation is also in tlle
 process of taking place. -All these de-
 velopments need to be carefully
 wvatched. For it remains ito be seen
 how f4r and how soon the perceptions,
 both at the national and state levels,
 which would have the Hindu-Muslim
 divide in the state provide an over-
 weening explanation for almost a1l
 political devtelopment there, give wny
 to othe- perceptions. On this, could
 depend to a major extent the success
 of the process of 'federalisation'.

 Wide Spectrum on Tibetology
 Ashim Kumar Roy

 Aspects of Buddhism, Vision Books, New Delhi, 1983; pp 201; Rs 75.

 THIS is a collectioni of essays, publish -
 ed for the commemoration of the silver

 jtubilee of the Sikkim Research Insti-
 tuite, of Tibetology and Other Buddhist
 Studies, Cangtok. The Institute came
 inlto being in 1956. It was legally h-
 corporated on October 28, 1958: so it
 wvill complete 25 years of its legral
 oxistence in Oictober this year. The
 Director of the Institute reqiiested
 some scholar s fromii India and abroad
 to contribuite to this commemorative
 vXlume. Twenty essays contributed by
 them have been incluided in this book.
 A fewv of the authors have taken pains,
 anl their contributions ad(d o ouir
 kn)owledge. Otlher;s have only, !rI'2veti
 reliashes.

 II E Richardson has written about
 the legend of the Chinese princess who
 was senit to marnv a Tibetan prince.
 According to the Tibetan version, a

 kiumz of Tibet in the seventlh century
 hlad a handsome and talented son!. fie
 wrote to thle kinig of China to send a
 princess as a bride for this son The

 reqiest was granted. While this in-
 cess, Kim Sheng by name, was 'on her
 wvay tQ Tibet, the prince died. After
 muich hleart searching, Kim Sh:mne
 agreed -to marry the father whos-e ,'ame.
 NMes Ag-tshonis,- means "the ancestor
 witll a b)eard". Bv Chinese sources,
 the Tibetan legend is an inversion of
 the facts. rthe princess, an ador,tedl
 dauighter of the. Chinese emperor, was
 senit actitally for the fatlher or r)rand-
 father of Mes Ag-tshoms who was then
 a chrild. BN, the timne the princess arriv-
 ed in Tibet, the fatlher or grandfathet
 was dead. So the pr incess who wvaq
 theni about eighteen wvas mar-ried to
 this child of six.

 S C Sarkar disceisses the case of tle
 Chabbaggiva Bhikkus. Thev are nil-nr
 tioned often in the Pali texts, but are
 rarely mentioned in the Sanskrit Bud-
 dhist works. They were a group of six
 monks, andI wvere knowni for their r1-
 bellious behaviour. They broke the
 rules of the Sanghi with impunity. They
 sent flowNers to wvomen of respectable

 fmillsit. andl -als) to slave -Irls; tiey
 disregarded the precepts about the
 catinc of food at the wronrg time, sed
 per-fu me.s, etc. Yet thle Buddhla never
 took anv stronc disciplinar-y action
 againlst them. Sarkar dicusses, in his
 essav. tlhe possilble r-easons w-hy the
 Bliddha treated them leniently. lie
 examines thee suiggestion that the Chab-
 hagQivas wer-e not r eal persons, but
 allegorical fig4res, standing for the six
 enemies, lust, greed, anger, etc. How-
 ever, he ruiles ouit this suggestion. In

 the Sanskiit poemns, the opponent of
 the hero is often glorified for the
 revelation of the lhero. Sarkar suggests
 that perhaps the Chabbaggivas were
 in the same manner given importance
 to establish the superiority of the
 Elclddha.

 Trevor Ling in his essay; 'Chinese
 Politics and Tibetan Religion' discusses
 the state of Buddhism in Tibet over the
 last few years. The essay is based main-
 lV on the newspaper reports uipto the
 en.d of 1980. Things ha-ve perhaps
 changed slightly for the better sinee
 then. The essay, therefore, has become
 dated. Trevor Ling has dirawn atten-
 tion to one result of the new diaspora
 eaused by. the Chinese invasion. The
 ,bhetans have spr-ead out to manx
 countries of Eulrope an(d America. This
 has brouglht a r enewed interest among
 the scholars in these countries in the
 study of Tibetan Buiddhism, "both for
 its spirituial teachings, and for the fact
 that it is in Tibetan texts that some of
 tlhe Mfahav-ana Buddhist philosophyi of
 India, such. as that of Nagariuina, is to
 he fouind in the eontext of a living
 tradition". There is also a new interest
 all over the wo-rld in the study of Tibe-
 taln language, anid there is a "flowerinq
 of newly published Tibetan dictionaries,
 grammars, and languiage handbooks in
 Tndia and the Wesit".

 Stiud- of Tibetan texts amona Indian
 scholars was star-ted b- Sarat Chandra
 Das in the last quiarter of the nine-
 teeni th ceinturv. Rahula Sankrityayana
 revived an interest in the study of
 Tibeto.logy in the present century. It is
 good to know, from the note in onie of
 the essays, that his work is being con-
 tinuied by the Kashi Prasad Javaswal
 lnistiituite, Patna. hlere i? no indication
 inl this silver jubilee commemoration
 v olue- Whethber the Sikkiim Research
 Institufte has also publislhed any 'scho-
 larlv work on Tibetan Buddhism. It
 appears, however, that the Inistitute has
 be en able to make a valuable collection
 of mantuscripts of Tibetan books. The
 authorities o3f the Inlstitute are anxious;
 that scholars should make use of them.
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